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EVANGELICAL VISITOR 
DEVOTED TO THE SPEEAD OF EVANGELICAL TEUTHS AND THE UNITY OF THE OHUECH, 
IF YE KEEP MY COMMANDMENTS, YE SHALL ABIDE IN MY LOVE. Jt'SllS. 
VOLUME V. ABILENE, KANSAS, D E C E M B E E 15, 1892. N U M B E E 24. 
For the EVANGELICAL VISITOK. 
REDEMPTION'S STORY, 
A wayward son of Adam, 
A prodigal from home; 
Encompassed by deep darkness, 
Left in the night to roam. 
Wandering through earth's wilderness, 
Hid in the mist" of sin; 
Covered by flesh's pavilion, 
Crying from earth's loud din— 
"Where is the God who in nature 
Doth his manifestations make? 
Is there a God? Is there a Maker? 
Is there a being to whom all creation 
is wake? 
"Is there beyond my visory scope 
A deity all-knowing?" Profound 
The thought! Beyond my hope 
Deity's hopes abound. 
I sought to hide me in the shelter 
Of earth's strongholds in sin. 
Ne'er thought of heaven's pavilion 
With Omniscience therein. 
The powers of sin are potent; 
True, they've held my soul a- slave. 
But shall I not seek a refuge 
Potent beyond the grave? 
As prodigal I've wandered; 
In sin's mires I've lain, 
In the depths of deepest darkness 
I've sought a foothold vain. 
Is there then aught salvation? 
(Though to me a fitful elf) 
Is there a magnet which can draw 
Repulsion to itself? 
Oh glorious word! Redemption! 
And, not the word alone; 
The plan was laid for ages 
With God upon the throne. 
Ere mountains were brought forward; 
Ere light was on the deep; 
Ere God's image had fallen 
Wages of sin to reap:— 
In depths as yet unfathomed, 
In distance yet unseen, 
The vast expanse of ages 
'Twixt bourns doth intervene. 
To mortal eyes 'tis darkness, 
To Glory's sons 'tis light. 
The morning stars together sang 
In conference for right. 
I see the habitation fair 
In yon celestial sphere; 
Not jasper, gold, or jems aflame, 
Marked out the glory there. 
That court celestial was not decked 
With diamond or pearl, 
, Its walls celestial wisdom are, 
Banners of Truth unfurl. 
Its throne is not of ivory, 
But Justice rules the throng; 
Its occupants not mortals are, 
Heaven's ecstasy's the song. 
This heavenly council hall was filled 
With naught but love divine; 
Redemption through the blood of Him 
Who'll glories, such, resign. 
' ; 'T is done;'' "I'll go." The word is said 
By one whose self is God. 
"I'll be a brother man to learn 
The roughness of sin's road. 
"I'll suffer scorn, rejection, shame; 
Heaven's outcast I will be. 
I'll sacrifice earth's greatest fame 
Earth's millions to set free." 
This messenger indeed has come; 
This sacrifice is made. 
Have I in my heart given Him room ? 
Have I him welcome said ? 
My heart doth yield in quick response; 
"Lord I believe thy word." 
My soul redemption hath obtained 
Through faith in Jesus' blood. 
But ah! Shall I alone receive 
Salvation given so free? 
I'll tell the joyous word abroad 
Till earth redeemed shall be. 
Redeemed earth! Oh rapturous thought! 
When sin cast out shall be! 
The knowledge of our God 3hall run 
As sea-waves o'er the sea. 
Redeemed from earth! Oh saints rejoice! 
Rise and your lamps prepare; 
The Bridegroom's welcome voice I hear, 
I'll meet Him in the air. 
Navarre, Kans. H. N. E S G I E . 
i # I «Mj i '0 
For.The EVANGELICAL VISITOE. 
GOD'S WORD, 
Words are the medium of com-
munication between mind and mind. 
By the use of words man reveals to 
man his purposes and intentions. 
The Word of God is the mind of 
God. The purpose and object of 
God's Word is to communicate and 
reveal the relation between Jehovah 
and His creatures. Since there is a 
God (and only the fool asserts the 
contrary), it is of the utmost import-
ance that His mind should be com-
municated to man. Man's deviation 
from rectitude necessitated the giv-
ing of the Word. God forseen the 
lapse of man, not as a necessity, but 
as a contingency, and provided a 
plan or remedy through Him who 
says of himself, "I was set up from 
everlasting, from the beginning or 
ever the earth was." 
Thus God has spoken and revealed 
to man, in all ages of the world, His 
wondrous purpose of redemption. 
His fii'3t word was spoken in Eden 
as a manifestation of. divine forbear-
ance and mercy, as also to comfort 
our first parents on the day of their 
transgression. I t was God who 
spoke subsequently through the 
patriarchs Abraham, Isaac and Jacob, 
through Moses, Samuel and David, 
and forward through the great and 
minor prophets. Heb. 1: 1. At last 
God spoke himself (Heb. 1:2.) and 
the divine mind became incarnate. 
John 1: 1. The Word was made 
flesh and dwelt among us. John 1:14. 
Thus in ''the fulness of time," "that 
which was from the beginning, which 
we have heard, which we have seen 
with our eyes, which we have looked 
upon, and our hands have handled, 
of the Word of life." 1 John 1: 1. 
In the "seed of the woman," the 
manifested Son of God, we have the 
fulness and completion of the prom-
ised restorer of the fallen race,—the 
manifestation of divine power to a 
divine end—salvation. 
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new life, "the seed is the Word of 
God." The seed must fall "into 
good ground," and into the under-
standing. Math. 13: 23. By the Word 
of God man is born again not of 
corruptible seed but of incorruptible. 
1 Pet. 1: 23. The subsequent de-
velopment of spiritual character is 
dependent upon the Word of God. 
Isaiah 55: 11. 8. E. GEAYBILL. 
Martinsville, Pa. 
For the EVANGELICAL VISITOE. 
TILE DAYS OF MAN'S YEARS. 
"And the Lord said, My spirit shall not al-
ways strive with man, for that he also is 
flesh: yet his days shall be one hundred and 
twenty years." Gen. 6: o. 
This scripture is often quoted as 
a solemn warning against putting off 
repentance; and it is proper that it 
should be thus quoted, for it is full 
of significance, especially to the 
sinner. 
The phrase "that he also is flesh" 
seems to convey the idea that man 
is both spirit; and flesh. This we 
believe to be man's real constitution. 
We now come to the words of the 
text more particularly to be consid-
ered, namely, "yet his days shall be 
one hundred and twenty years." 
I t is generally believed, and so 
taught, that Noah had this number 
of years given him in which to build 
the ark, and that he immediately 
went to work in its construction. 
Whether this was so or not we want 
to determine from the connecting 
chapters and verses. In the last 
Terse of the fifth chapter, we are 
told that Noah was five hundred years 
old and begat three sons. This is 
repeated in the tenth verse of the 
next chapter. This, then, proves 
that these sons were all bom at the 
time he reached his five hundredth 
year. And but a little while after 
that time the Lord spoke the words 
of the text—it is not said to whom 
but most likely to Noah. This leads 
us to believe that Noah was some-
what past five hundred years old 
when the Lord instructed him to 
build the ark. We now go to the 
sixth and eleventh verses of the 
next chapter, and find that it was in 
the six hundredth year of Noah's 
life when the flood came. This 
proves that he could not possibly 
have been over one hundred years in 
building the ark, and it is doubtful 
whether one half, or even one third, 
of one hundred years were consumed 
in building it. The Bible does not 
give the time. 
What, then, are we to understand 
from this specified time of the text— 
these one hundred and twenty years'? 
I t is clear that they do not express 
the time from the day Noah was told 
to make the ark until the flood came; 
neither do they express the time 
from the birth of Noah's sons to the 
coming of the waters, because it ap-
pears from the record that there 
were only one hundred years inter-
vening. May we not reasonably con-
clude that these one hundred and 
twenty years have reference toman's 
longevity? That is, to the years of 
life to be allotted to man in the suc-
ceeding generations? 
By taking 1he ages of all the 
patriarchs from Adam to Noah— 
leaving out Enoch—we find the av-
erage to be nine hundred and twelve 
years. But soon after the flood, 
when ages are given, we find them be-
ing shortened, until we come to the 
time of Moses—the most notable man 
of God the world has ever seen, except-
ing the Savior—Yea, Moses, accord-
ing to God's own, appointment, lived 
only one hundred and twenty years— 
the time named in the text. This, 
in his day, probably was the average 
of man's years, when God's order of 
living was obeyed. 
Moses is credited with the author-
ship of the ninetieth Psalm, hence 
we have it from his pen that the 
years of a man's life were to suffer a 
further reduction, namely to the 
limit of seventy or eighty years, 
which holds good yet in our time; 
these figures being the exceptions 
rather than the average. 
At the present age of the world 
the average of human life is aboiit 
thirty-five years. Yet, knowing this., 
how few, comparatively, respond to 
the striving of God's spirit, but put 
off repentance, in the hope of a more 
suitable time later in life! How 
would it be if man now could reason-
ably look forward with the hope 
that more than eight hundred years 
were still in the future for them to 
prepare for eternity? 
Long continued resistance grieves 
the spirit, and it is highly probable 
that he would take his flight long 
before so many years elapsed. In 
the language of Paul (2 Thess. 2: 
11, 12) "And for this cause God 
shall send them strong delusion that 
they should believe a lie: that they 
all might be damned who believed 
not the truth, but had pleasure in 
unr igh teousn ess." 
Viewing the matter in this light, 
we need not wonder that in Noah's 
time already the Lord God pro-
nounced the edict that His spirit 
should not always strive with man, 
and his years be limited to one hun-
dred and twenty. c. STONEE. 
Polo. ill. 
AFFLICTION, 
"For our light affliction, which i3- but for 
a moment, worketh for us a far more ex-
ceeding and eternal weight of glory." 2 Cor. 
i: 17. 
Affliction comes in many ways and 
is a common inheritance among the 
children of men—inherited by them 
from the fall of Adam. No one is 
exempted from it; but how to bear 
under, affliction is variously looked 
upon by men. A certain one said, 
"Every man has his chain and 'his 
clog, oidy it is looser and lighter to 
one man than to another; and he is 
more at ease who takes it up than he 
who drags it." 
There is a yearning desire in every 
heart to be free from affliction or 
grievances. From youth up, in 
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every stage of life, 
need of something 
man feels his 
, to quench and 
soothe uneasiness which he feels. 
But oh! how often people resort to 
vain remedies, such as amusement in 
its various forms, and all manner of 
devices; even taking the intoxicating 
cup to drown grievances. But any 
or all of these supposed remedies 
will never ease affliction. Nay, but 
aggravate its intensity. 
But the God of love and mercy, 
to whom all things are known, in 
His pity provided a remedy whereby 
man can be saved from the slavery 
of sin and all its consequences. 
Blessed be His holy name for this 
provision which we may freely have, 
arid in which we do rejoice since ac-
cepting it as offered through Christ 
Jestis our Lord! Oh! who can re-
joice like those "holy brethren" who 
are "partakers of the heavenly call-
ing ?" And although as long as we 
are in this fleshly tabernacle, we 
have to carry with us the effect of 
sinning, nevertheless we are not un-
der its condemnation. Nay, we can 
say with the Apostle Paul, "Our 
light affliction, which is but for a 
moment,"—yea, only for a brief 
space of time, as our life here on 
earth "is even like a vapor"—"work-
eth for us a far more exceeding and 
eternal weight of glory." And al-
though affliction is to those who 
have not trusted in God, or who are 
in the "snare of the devil," a source 
of driving them farther into misery, 
yet unto us who have accepted God's 
free offer of salvation, affliction is a 
•source of blessing, working for our 
good, according to the promise that 
"all things work together for good 
to them that love God." I t is evi-
dent that afflictions were a source of 
blessing to God's people in all ages, 
so that David said, " I t is good for 
me that I have been afflicted; that I 
might learn thy statutes." Ps. 119:17. 
•Dear Christian brothers and sis-
ters, do we feel better in consequence 
of being afflicted? I trust we do. 
I t leads us to confide more and more 
in Him in whom we "are complete," 
in Him who is our "wisdom," our 
"righteousness," our "sanctincation" 
and our "redemption." Although 
affliction, at times, may seem bitter 
to endure, yet afterward it "yieldeth 
the peacable fruit of righteousness" 
to us, when we view it in. the proper 
light. 
Beloved in the Lord, I trust we 
can say with the Psalmist, "Bless 
the Lord, 0 my soul, and forget not 
all His benefits; who forgiveth all 
thine iniquities, who healeth all thy 
diseases, who redeemeth thy life 
from destruction, who crowneth thee 
with lovingkindness and tender mer-
cies. O ye His saints, sing unto the 
Lord, "and give thanks at the re-
membrance of His holiness." Bless 
the Lord, O my soul. Amen. A. E. 
Stayner, Ont. 
For the EVANGELICAL VISITOK. 
THE GOSPEL, 
"He came unto his own, and his own re-
ceived him not; but as many as received him, 
to them gave he powe to become the sons of 
God, even to them that believe on his name: 
which were born, not of blood, nor of the 
will of the flesh, nor of the will of man, but 
of God." John 1: 11-13. 
In the natural sense Christ came 
to His own Jewish people, but in 
our day He comes to all with His 
Spirit and His Gospel. The Spirit 
reproves and shows men their con-
dition, and the Gospel shows the 
way out of their lost and sinful con-
dition, if they believe and diligently 
seek to be delivered from their sins. 
Faith comes from hearing or from a 
knowledge of the Gospel. The Word 
of God is the seed sown and this 
must be accepted or "received" in 
honest hearts, where it will develop 
itself through faith and repentance 
unto a fully developed creature that 
is accepted of God through Christ, 
the hope of glory being fully formed. 
Now when this Christian character 
is thus formed it appears that it is 
quite essential that the start in the 
Christian life should be right, for it 
will not do to be born of blood, nor 
of the flesh, nor of man, but alone 
of GOD, or after God's direction, 
which is "of water and of the Spirit." 
This may be considered as the sej>a-
ration of the Christian from the sin-
ful word, as Noah and his family 
were separated by the waters of the 
deluge, and as the Israelites were 
separated from Egypt by passing 
through the Pied sea. In both cases 
they were accepted of God before 
the water was applied; and just . so 
with the Christian. In nature we do 
not look for life in the birth unless 
there is life before the birth. The 
birth never produces life but life is 
sometimes destroyed in being born. 
And just so in spiritual life, hence 
the caution how we are to be born. 
Moses and the Israelites landed in 
a new country, so to say, and their 
enemies were destroyed; and so with 
the Christian, he is to walk in new-
ness of life and shall reckon himself 
to be "dead indeed • unto sin, but 
alive unto God through Jesus Christ 
our Lord." 
Now the Apostle says they shall 
"desire the sincere milk of the Word 
that they may grow thereby;" and 
the Savior says, in the commission, 
"teaching them to observe all things 
whatsoever I have commanded you," 
and as they are born of God they 
have power to do so. Being now in 
the kingdom of God, it becomes 
them to shun the frivolous things of 
the world with the fashions and 
styles thereof, and instead present 
their bodies a living sacrifice, holy, 
acceptable unto God; "and be not 
conformed to this world, but be ye 
transformed • by the renewing of 
your minds, that ye may prove 
what is that good, and acceptable, 
and perfect will of God." 
In this the young Christian is apt 
to have a struggle with the flesh, and 
the appearance of older professors 
who still dress and go with the world 
in many things, and who are pointed 
out unto them as patterns by the 
adversary. And many are weakened 
and become sickly, but if they will 
only look to Jesus as their pattern 
and will follow and learn of Him 
they shall find rest and comfort, for 
He came that we may have life and 
that abundantly. Let us then walk 
humbly before God and enjoy His 
blessing. J. E. MISBLEB. 
Canton, Ohio. 
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SUBMISSION. 
1 Peter 4: 12, 13. 
Think it not strange,0 ye whose gladsomehours 
Float on through vales of loveliness andsong; 
Long have ye mingled earth's decaying flowers 
With the pure garlands that to hea venbelojig. 
Think of the time when those bright scenes 
around you 
Lost for the yearning heart their only grace; 
Think of the day when pard'ning mercy found 
you, 
And lit your pathway with new loveliness. 
Think it not strange, if, when your footsteps, 
straying, 
Have lost their way in this fair wilderness, 
From the dread cross you hear your Savior 
saying, 
'•This is the way to peace and holiness." 
Think it not strange, thou child of self-denial, 
Though scarce emerged from sorrow's bit-
ter wave, 
Thine eye should meet a scene of sharper trial, 
Still is thy Guide and Keeper strong to save. 
What tho thine earthly plans be all defeated, 
Bend in submission to the smarting rod; 
Go fearless through the furnace seven times 
heated, 
And One shall meet thee "like the Son of 
God." 
Soon shall the pearly gates unfold before thee, 
0 , listen! 'tis thy Shepherd's gentle voice: 
"Partaker of my suffering and my glory, 
Think it not strange, beloved, but rejoice!" 
—S. Adams Lee. 
For the EVANGELICAL VISITOE. 
A REPLY. 
To a near friend in Oregon.—A pro-
fessor and clairvoyant of 
Spiritualism. 
Dear Friend:— 
Your favor is to hand and con-
tents noted. I am glad you took 
the trouble to answer mine, and by 
it I learn the drift of your senti-
ments. But I am sorry you did not 
tell your feeling and more of your 
experience, instead of following the 
assertions and quotations of those 
by whom you are captivated. 
Depend upon it, any sect of re-
ligious professors that are trying to 
deceive, always send out their smart-
est men, and have their doctrine and 
writings so cunningly framed to-
gether that they can creep into houses 
and lead poor souls away into cap-
tivity. 2 Tim. 1: 8. Thus the apos-
tle warns in these last days of peril-
ous times that we are in. But one 
thing you say is sad in the extreme, 
that is you deny the Bible as in-
spired, and say that it is only a "man 
made book like all others." If that 
is the stand you take there is no use 
of talking. Dear friend, that is the 
first step toward infidelity. You 
say I ought to read your history of 
the council of Nice and I would 
know how the Bible was brought 
about. If you have such a history 
and it intimates that the Bible is hu-
man or uninspired, it is a false his-
tory. I am somewhat acquainted 
with that and I tell you, flee from 
such doctrine. But there is a query 
about the position you take. Y"ou 
deny the inspired authenticity of the 
Bible, and then take that very book 
and quote largely therefrom to prove 
your position. If I wished to prove 
a point at stake I would not take a 
writing that is doubtful or that I 
called spurious, but one that I could 
rely upon as truth and nothing but 
the truth. 
I do claim that the days of mir-
acles have ceased, and no one on 
earth has power to do miracles as in 
the apostolic age. In the infancy of 
Christianity it was necessary in or-
der to get the kingdom of God es-
tablished, "for they were slow of 
heart to believe." Even it pleased 
the Lord to shorten the days of per-
secution, as well, lest no flesh should 
be saved. These are changes that 
God has made and not man. But to 
return to your spiritualism. I am a 
stronger spiritualist than you are, 
but in another sense. I believe in 
being led by the spirit of God. Take 
notice. Does not John say in his 
epistle that there are many sprits 
gone out? In this we should be 
more than careful what spirit we are 
led by. For Paul in his epistle to 
the Romans says, "As many as are 
led by the spirit of God they are the 
sons of God." And being led only 
by God's spirit will make us heirs 
and joint-heirs with Him in glory. • 
You say, "Can you show in the 
Bible the impossibility of commun-
ing with departed friends?" Yes, I 
can. Did you forget to read the 
parable of the rich man and Lazarus ? 
"When the rich man desired father 
Abraham to send Lazarus to cool 
his parched tongue while in that 
torment (but you don't believe there 
is any), and also desired the medium 
to rise from the dead, or cause one 
to be raised, and go to his five breth-
ren and warn them that they come 
not in this place of torment; but 
none of this was granted. Luke 16. 
You say you "would not give up 
such a truth (as you now hold) for 
the whole world." That decides it. 
When a person will not, that is, will 
not look or learn, they are in a very 
bad predicament. In the days of 
the Savior's ministration on earth, 
He at one time said He "would have 
gathered His children together as a 
hen doth gather her brood under her 
wings, but ye ivould not." Exactly 
the reason. People now as well as 
then don't want to learn of Him who 
says, " I am the way the truth and 
the life." 
You try to prove by your human 
Bible for doing work and receiving 
communications in the dark. This 
is my greatest objection. If so glo-
rious and truthful a work, why not 
communicate with departed friends 
and transmit through the medium in 
broad day light, that others may see 
your good works "and our Father in 
heaven may be glorified?" "For he 
that doeth truth cometh to the light 
that his deeds may be made manifest 
that they are wrought in God." Jno. 
3: 21. 
You must remember that many 
instances are quoted in the Bible be-
sides those you refer to that had 
their origin in the dark, yet all 
emerged out into the light. You 
> 
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mention the visitation to the shep-
herds by the angels, on the plains of 
Bethlehem, announcing the birth of 
the Savior, the transaction and an-
nouncement being in the night in 
order to substantiate your theory of 
doing your so-called miracles and 
trance medium at night. But it soon 
burst forth into a new and glorious 
light as an emblem of the one that 
was to be a "light to enlighten the 
gentiles and the glory of my people 
Israel." And just then a heavenly 
light burst forth and overshadowed 
the shepherds with such a bright-
ness insomuch they were sore afraid. 
No darkness or night now; all was 
light and that coming from the 
Father of lights, "in whom there is 
no variableness nor shadow of turn-
ing." John 1: 17. 
In Genesis we read of the creation, 
it being the first work of God on 
record, when "there was darkness on 
the face of the mighty deep." In 
the night God is going to work and 
His work is transformed into day, 
and He said, "let there be light, and 
there was light." All was now trans-
lated from darkness to light. 
Now you know mankind must be 
brought from darkness to light and 
made to believe in it, in order to find 
favor with the Creator; and when 
God says "let there be light" then 
there is light in the soul. Yet it 
began in the dark; all now is brought 
from darkness to light. Is this the 
kind of doctrine you preach ? If so, 
the more of it the better; and God 
will bless you and make you walk in 
the light as Jesus is in the light, 
and you will also have fellowship 
one with the other and the blood of 
Jesus Christ His Son will cleanse 
you from all sin; for without this 
cleansing power applied to your soul 
you are yet walking in darkness. 
Notwithstanding all this you must 
first be lost before you can be found, 
or feel yourself lost. For Jesus 
says, "He came to seek and to save 
<sh«t which was lost," 
You also call up the Bible narra-
tive (though you don't believe in it) 
and the circumstance of Abraham of 
old being tempted to commit murder 
and say only an undeveloped mind 
could imagine such a thing; and how 
the angel stayed the arm from com-
mitting such a rash deed. There is 
no such thing on record as Abraham 
being tempted of God, for the Apos-
tle James says, "For God tempteth 
no man," (though the word tempt 
may have slipped in by undeveloped 
translators). God called Abraham 
and said, "Take thy son, thine only 
son Isaac and go up into a mount 
which I shall show the of," and there 
to offer his son as a sacrifice. But 
before this God had called him from 
his country and from his kindred 
into the land which He (God) 
showed him, for "to make of him a 
mighty nation." In order to fit him 
for the great work before him, and 
that he might not shrink from duty, 
his faith was to be severely tried, 
and by standing the test, "for he be-
lieved in God," it was imputed unto 
him for righteousness, "therefore he 
was called the father of the faithful," 
(or the faithful father). No unde-
veloped mind there, but an act of 
obedience, for "he believed that God 
was able to raise his sou from the 
dead." 
I t is strange you refer so exten-
sively to a book that you say is not 
"the best book," and then jump from 
the Old to the New Testament and 
say God tempteth no man, as though 
the Book contradicted itself. But 
we say James does not contradict 
Moses in regard to Abraham's se-
vere trial and faith, "for the same 
God over all is rich unto all that 
call upon him," and is "over all and 
through all and in you all." Rom. 
10: 12 ;Eph . 4: 0. 
Dear child, why don't you make 
your doctrine hang together? I t is 
because you deny the inspiration of 
the Bible, or may not be in the spirit 
yourself, consequently y oudo not make 
the right application, "for the carnal 
mind cannot discern the things of 
the spirit for they are spiritually 
discerned." 
I wish you could be a close ob-
server of the teachings of God's 
spirit, and read the sacred volume-
with a praying heart; not so much 
for contradiction, but to learn the 
"new and living way." 
"Ye must be born again" is the 
language of the great "I am." Have 
you passed through that ordeal of 
experience, by being brought by the 
power of God from darkness unto 
light, and know that you have been 
a sinner and that your sins are for-
given, and the love of God is shed 
abroad in your heart by the Holy 
Ghost, and "Christ formed in you 
the hope of glory?" Gal. 4: 19; Col. 
1: 27. 
Never mind your clairvoyant and 
trance medium at your spiritual cir-
cles, but be a close observer of the 
Spirit of Truth; and follow it up to 
your journey's end, and you will be, 
not only happy in this world, but in 
the world to come through all the 
ceaseless ages of eternity. 
I remain your friend and obedient 
servant, A. BEAESS. 
Kidgeway, Out. 
"The evil which is recognized as 
self-will is of such a character that 
no efforts should be spared to cure 
it. In relation to every interest of 
a man its baneful effects are clearly 
seen. In society, in the church, in 
the home and everywhere else it 
works mischief. I t is an insuperable 
obstacle in the way of a man's salva-
tion. Had it power equal to its dis-
position the very throne of Jehovah 
would not be safe. Some one has 
said that it 'is so ardent and active 
that it will break a w«.vld to pieces 
to make a stool to sit o n ' Make' 
every effort to prevent its develop-
ment or to cure it in your children." 
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For the EVANGELICAL VISITOE. 
THE CHRISTIAN'S HOPE. 
What Ave know not now Ave shall 
know hereafter. Our souls are in 
-their childhood. They will one day 
understand things which are now 
hidden. The veil Avill be removed, 
and Ave shall know even as Ave are 
known. 
When we were children Ave talked 
and understood as children. We 
now see that many childish thoughts 
were foolish. Things are plain which 
sorely puzzled us. Mysteries have 
Aranished. We have out-grown joys, 
sorrows, hopes, and fears. We have 
put aAvay childish things. So the 
soul will put away the things of its 
childhood. I t will understand things 
now hidden. The being of God, the 
Avork of the Spirit, and the joy of 
heaven will no longer be veiled and 
darkened. Then face to face "it 
will knoAV the full enjoyment of God 
and of Heaven." 
"What I do,'" said the Savior, "thou 
knowest not now, but thou shalt 
know hereafter." This is the Chris-
tian's hope. I t is his comfort in the 
time of trial. I t strengthens him 
against temptation. The world may 
be dark, but he looks beyond. His 
life may be a battle with evil, but 
he sees victory and its reward. His 
Way may be hedged and rough, but 
he journeys to a sure place—"to a 
land of Avhich the Lord has said, I 
Avill give it thee." Our Savior, for 
the joy that Avas set before him, en--
dured the cross, despising the shame. 
So His folloAvers, in the hope of 
heaven, bear their burdens, count-
ing it a joy that they are alloAved to 
suffer with him. 
Unbelievers may doubt the value 
of this comfort and strength. They 
may ask us to demonstrate it and 
prove its Aralue by figures, as men 
prove earthly good. So we may ask 
a child to prove its father's love or 
demonstrate of its faith in him. We 
have no just conception of heaA-en, 
No more has a little child a true 
idea of its country or of liberty. We 
can only say, we know in whom Ave 
believe. We know that God is true. 
We know that if "our earthly house 
of this tabernacle Avere dissolved, Ave 
have a building of God; a house not 
made with hands, eternal in the 
heavens." ELMINA HOFFMAN. 
Navarre. Kans. 
For the EVANGELICAL VISITOIL 
WHAT IS LIFE? 
The- apostle teaches us "it is even 
a vapor that appeareth for a little 
time, and then A^anisheth aAvay." Jas. 
4: 14. And the prophet saith, "We 
all do fade as a leaf." Is. 64: (>. Thus 
Ave see Ave have no abiding city here. 
Let us for a moment meditate 
upon a leaf. In the Spring it comes 
forth as a bud, and at last becomes a 
perfect leaf. But its beauty soon 
fades aAvay. Some leaves drop sooner 
than others. While some drop off 
in the early part of the Summer 
others follow later in the season. 
They all gradually fade until they are 
ready to crumble to dust. 
Is it not so with our liA-es ? One 
is dropping off here, another there, 
and they are going to yonder world 
to reap the due rewards of their 
steAvardship here. While many are 
thus passing aAvay Ave are still here 
to fight the battles of life. 
Christ has laid for us such an 
humble plan of salvation, and Ave all 
can be saA-ed if Ave are but Avilling to 
follow in His footsteps. May we 
alAvays remember the words of the 
poet: 
"AA'eavy pilgrim on life's pathway. 
Struggling on beneath thy load, 
Hear these words of consolation: 
Cast thy burden on the Lord.- ' 
I spent the few last days with my 
father before he took his departure 
to yonder world, and Avhile he is 
dead his words are yet rinsing1 in 
my ears. He admonished us so often 
but AVC shall hear his voice here no 
more. He said it takes every effort 
that we can put forth to hold out 
faithful. When we leave this Avorld 
there is nothing left but the body— 
lifeless clay which will crumble to 
dust. But I am assured that our 
loss is his eternal gain. I Avould 
sometimes ask myself the question, 
AVhy Avas he taken away so soon? 
There is a still small voice Avliich 
tells me, I t is to draw you nearer to 
God. I feel that I haA-e a treasure 
in heaven to draw my mind higher 
than any thing the world can afford. 
I'm but a stranger here— 
Heaven is my home; 
Earth is a desert drear—; 
Heaven is my home; 
Danger and sorrow stand 
'Round me on every hand, 
Heaven is my father-land— 
Heaven is my homo. 
These lines are indeed a great 
consolation to me. Pray for me, a 
weak one in Christ. 
MARY K. LAXDIS. 
Philadelphia, Pa. . • ' 
For the EVANGELICAL VISITOK. 
OHEISTMAS. 
HOAV it cheers the hearts of all, 
both young and old, to hear the 
name of Christmas! I t brings to 
the mind of the young a time of 
feasting, and of giving and receiving 
gifts; and a time when the family, and 
often relatives and friends, are gath-
ered together. Not only the child-
ren, but also many older ones, we 
are sorry to say, have this thought 
uppermost in their minds. But 
the Christian's mind should be. and 
is directed toward the babe of Beth-
lehem—the Christ-child—the Sav-
ior of the Avorld. Our hearts are 
made to rejoice and to praise God 
for this Savior. 
Some historians tell iisSsefhat 
this day, which we celebrate ; as 
the anniversary of Christ's birth, is 
not the correct time of the year; 
that shepherds could not be watch-
ing their flocks by night, on account 
of it being the rainy season of j \ i -
dea. We are glad, however, -that 
we have one day which we can 
celebrate as the anniversary of the 
- * 
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ibirth of Christ, when we can put 
•aside all work and care and praise 
Him from whom all good corneth. 
.Especially should Christinas be kept 
isacred this year, being on the Sab-
bath day, a day which is set apart 
by God as holy, and to be devoted to 
His service. 
Well do I remember Christmas 
day five years ago, when it was also 
on Sunday. I attended a young 
people's meeting in our village. A 
great number were present, and all 
had a praise or a word to say for 
Christ, except myself. Oh! what a 
heavy heart I had. How I wished 
I could have something to say to 
the praise of God, for I felt that I 
had many things to praise Him for, 
but was not willing to confess Him 
before men. When I reached home, 
I went to my room and knelt down 
and asked Him to make me willing 
to confess Him before another Christ-
mas; and as He always answers the 
earnest prayer, as far as it is for 
our good, so He answered mine. 
Since then, I can always have a praise 
for God. We should all praise Him 
for keeping our lives until this 
Christmas day. If we should be 
spared until another Christmas, would 
we praise Him? If Ave should be 
called to our home beyond, could we 
praise. Him then in Heaven? 
IDA A. DAVIDHON. 
Abilene, Kims. 
For the EVANGELICAL VISITOK. 
ENCOURAGEMENT. 
I have been many times impressed 
to write for the VISITOR, but still 
delayed from time to time, thinking 
I was not able. But while reading 
ill the VISITOI! the other day, the 
thought came to me again that I 
should write, and I will now try, by 
the help of God, and write a few lines. 
I enjoy reading the YISITOB. and 
often received encouragement there-
from. I was in my thirteenth year 
when I set out in the service of the 
Jjord, and have never felt like turn-
ing back. But ofttimes feel my 
weakness and shortcomings, but by 
the grace and help of God I desire 
to press on toward that heavenly 
home, for I know that we have no 
abiding place here. Daily observa-
tion teaches us that we are born to 
die. Just a few Aveeks ago the Lord 
called away a dear little boy of ours. 
We loved him very much but Ave 
are made to believe the Lord loved 
him more; yea, loved him too much 
to leave him here in this trouble-
some and sinful Avorld. While it 
goes hard to part Avith these dear 
little ones, yet AA-e feel to say, Thy 
will, oh Lord, be done. And I de-
sire so to live that when it is mine 
to leave this world that I may be 
prepared to meet those loved ones 
gone before. Pray for your un-
worthy sister. CLABA MILLEE. 
Martinsbnrg, Pa. 
For the EVANGELICAL VISITOK. 
HOW SHOULD OUR SUNDAYS BE SPENT? 
How are our Sundays spent? Are 
they spent simply in resting the body 
from the six days" labor, or are they 
more particularly spent, for the re-
creation of the immortal soul; for 
the reneAving of our spiritual life. 
which, perhaps, more or less, abated 
a little under the heat of temporal 
duties during the week? 
Man was not made for the Sab-
bath, but the Sabbath Avas made for 
man. As I understand this, Ave are 
not to be servants to the Sabbath, 
but the Sabbath is to be a means of 
grace to us, for coming nearer to 
God. who is our chief good. 
If Ave are to see after our temporal 
interests in six days out. of seven, it 
seems most reasonable that Ave should 
Avell improve the one day out of 
seven in seeing after our spiritual 
interests. I t seems to me that on 
this day our minds should be as free 
as possible from worldly thoughts 
and cares; and the main subject of 
thought, reading, conversation, and 
action should be of such a nature as 
to eleATate our spiritual minds, and 
to bring us nearer to heaven and to 
God himself. 
May the dear Lord prepare our 
hearts to give a strict account for 
the improvement of our time that 
He has given us, is my prayer. 
A BBOTHEB. 
DON'T SCOLD, 
For the sake of your children, 
don't scold. The effect of eA~erlast-
ing complaining and fault-finding is 
to make the young Avho hear it un-
amiable, malicious and callous-
hearted, and they often take pleas-
ure in doing the very thing for which 
they receiA'e tongue lashings. 
Scolding is always an expression 
of a bad spirit or loss of temper, and 
should never be indulged in, especi-
ally Avith children. 
Many a mother AVIIO Avould not 
beat a child, feels free to scold on 
any and all occasions; and betAveen 
a scolding mother, and a beating 
mother, the scolding mother i susu-
ally considered the model One. This 
is far from the case; a Avhipping 
many times has good results, but a 
scolding never. 
A much better Avay than either 
scolding or beating is a quiet, ear-
nest talk with a child, and such a 
talk usually carries more weight, 
and is remembered longer than half 
a dozen Avhippings and scoldings, 
for a child soon learns that a scold-
ing is a lit of passion, meaning much 
less than a quiet talking, and soon 
bloAving over. Children often come 
to have a certain "don't care" satis-
faction in waiting until a seoldin<r 
mother has bloAvn off her surplus 
feelings. Most parents scold their 
children more or less, and many 
children are well trained, notwith-
standing. But no child is ever bene-
fited by any scolding. Scolding is 
not ahvays ruinous, but it is always 
out of place.—Selected. 
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We publish in this issue the first 
letter from Bro. Zook of their trip 
West. I t will be found interesting 
reading. We expect to continue 
the publication of these letters from 
time to time for the satisfaction of 
the readers of the VISITOP.. 
About one thousand eight hun-
dred and ninety-six years ago one of 
the grandest events took place that 
ever occurred in the history of the 
world. That was nothing less than 
the birth of Christ. This birth was 
heralded by a choir of heavenly 
angels, who appeared to the shep-
herds on the plains of Judea, while 
they were watching their flocks by 
night. The 25th of this month is 
the day. we celebrate as the birth-day 
of Christ. Although we cannot posi-
tively say that it is the day, or not 
even the time of year /that he was 
born, yet it is sufBciei^ to remind us 
of the annual birth-day of our blessed 
Redeemer and should be a day of 
thanksgiving and joy to the world. 
A SUGGESTION. 
We would suggest to our minis-
ters everywhere, throughout the 
United States and Canada, that at 
every appointment for preaching, 
moraing or evening service. Decem-
ber 25. they preach a mission sermon 
and hold especial mission services, 
and report the result to this office. 
SETTLED, 
The question with regard to a 
constitutional convention to repeal 
or amend the organic law of the 
state on prohibition is, we trust, set-
tied in this State for all time to 
come. There was really no justifi-
able reason for submitting the ques-
tion again to the people. They want 
no change. The law-abiding and 
sober people of Kansas are satisfied 
with prohibition, and only the sa-
loon men and drinking men and 
unscrupulous politicians wanted a 
chance to defeat prohibition. But 
they were defeated and the constitu-
tion with prohibition stands. 
Now what we do want is the car-
rying out of the law. There are too 
many violations of the law, too many 
places where intoxicants are sold, 
too many men drink it, too many 
souls are ruined. But since the 
question is settled let us thank God 
and take courage. Let all good 
men, all Christians, use their influ-
ence more effectually to bring about 
a complete prohibition of the sale 
and use of intoxicants. Total absti-
nence should be the watch-word of 
every Christian, and should be lived 
up to by all. Oh may God help to 
eradicate the evil everywhere. One 
evil connected with the sale and use 
of intoxicants should be abated and 
that is the law justifying the ship-
ment into a prohibition state of in-
toxicating drinks in original pack-
ages. If spirits or fermented wine 
are needed in medical practice (which 
we think is doubtful) then let it be 
in the hands of the druggists only, 
and place them under penalty for 
the violation or abuse of their privi-
lege. Let the good work go on. 
THE CHUEOH'S DUTY. 
Is there not great cause for the 
church to take more advanced 
grounds in the work of converting 
the world? We certainly cannot 
claim that we are doing all we can 
in this great work, and it is our duty 
to look the matter squarely in the 
face, and compare our present in-
activity to our duty and see if we 
cannot take at least a step or two in 
advancing the cause. We are aware 
that many of our people look back to 
the early history of the church and 
compare the course then pursued 
and the efforts now made,' and try 
to reconcile the thought with the 
fact that we are doing much more 
now than our fathers did in their 
day, and our fathers were good men 
and very zealous in the cause of 
Christ. This may all be so. but we 
would not be justified in < lparing 
ourselves with former wo in the 
church, but it is our duty toco what 
we can now to rescue our fellow-men 
from sin and ruin, and r effort 
short of this cannot be justified by 
any subterfuge or excuse j may 
niake. • 
But while there niaj e some who 
are alive to the fac want of 
devotion to the cause and see that 
we should do more than we do, yet 
they either do not see how more can 
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be done or are fearful of expressing 
their views on this subject, fearing 
they may be misunderstood in what 
they advocate. We are well aware 
that it is not always a pleasant task 
to undertake, but we think the -ob-
ject in view- justifies the effort, and 
while we have long waited and hoped 
that some person more competent 
would write on this subject, but since 
nothing has appeared for publication 
and since the time is approaching 
that our district councils will be 
held, preparatory for the work of 
our next General Conference, we will 
venture a few suggestions • in the 
hope that some others who have had 
wider experience may present some-
thing better, and that our district 
councils will act on it and shape their 
work for a more thorough organiza-
tion for the evangelization of the 
world. 
We will then begin with our Gen-
eral Conference by stating that our 
General Conference should be more 
generally represented than it is. I t 
is true there may be, and generally 
are, enough members of the church 
present but they sometimes do not 
represent officially the different dis-
tricts of the Brotherhood. Some-
times there are districts that are not 
represented by a delegate or dele-
gates chosen by themselves and as a 
matter of course ther district is not 
as satisfactorily represented as it 
should be, even if Conference takes 
the liberty of substituting some one 
to act for them—a custom that we 
think is of doubtful merit and should 
not be encouraged. 
Then again much depends on the 
organization of Conference. If we 
expect the best results the officers of 
Conference should be placed there 
by a vote of every member of Con-
ference. In our present system only 
the delegates can vote in the organi-
zation, and if that representation is 
small, as it often is, then the organi-
zation of Conference rests in the 
hands of a very small minority o£ 
Conference. And when the votes 
are divided among those who are 
eligible to the office, it can readily 
be seen that the moderator or chair-
man- of Conference can be placed 
there by even a minority of the dele-
gates. So also with the assistants. 
•; This we think should be changed 
so that the officers of Conference 
would be elected by at least a ma-
jority—it would be better to have a 
two-thirds vote—of Conference. We 
may not at present see any necessity 
for this change, but time will dem-
onstrate that the question is a grave 
one. 
. Then, too, Conference should re-
district or divide up the work into 
states or large districts, which, of 
course should be composed of smaller 
districts as at present. And in ad-
dition to our present conference ar-
rangement there should be councils 
held annually in each state or large 
district. The object should be to 
arrange for internal or home mission 
work, which we think has been very 
much neglected. We will take for 
instance Western Pennsylvania. We 
remember very well when the church 
there had a very good beginning, 
but now only a few scattering mem-
bers can be found. The question 
may be asked, Why is it so? We 
answer, Largely for want of more 
thorough organization. That dis-
trict is not included in any arrange-
ment of mission work. Some forty 
or fifty years ago the brethren from 
Bedford and Blair counties fre-
quently visited through Western 
Pennsylvania, but those old pioneers 
of .the cross are dead, and in later 
years the work has not been en-
couraged, we think, as much as it 
should have been. 
The same, or nearly the same, 
might be said perhaps of Ohio, In-
diana and Illinois, and in fact of 
many other localities. We do not 
think that the church is indifferent 
to the work of missions. In fact, 
we know that there are those who 
are willing to go and devote much of 
their time to evangelistic work; and 
we believe, too, there are many who 
are willing to give, and who do give, 
to the mission fund, and are willing 
to contribute more—really we think 
it does not lack for men or means to 
go, but we are weak in organized 
effort. Our efforts are not governed 
enough by system; it is not concen-
trated enough, and consequently not 
as effective as it should be, and as a 
matter of course the result is not 
what it should be or otherwise would 
be if we had our arrangements formed 
on a more systematic plan. 
We might learn a lesson from suc-
cessful business men. Their work 
is governed by some system and is 
executed according to the plan laid 
out. Perseverance in the right di-
rection brings the desired result. 
Then, too, we could learn from our 
political parties. During a campaign 
they generally make a complete can-
vass of every state, county, town-
ship and school district in the 
United States, and almost every in-
dividual is interviewed, and they 
know the condition of every voter, 
and most likely how he will vote. 
We do not wish to be understood as 
commending the work done by poli-
ticians any further than the effective-
ness and thoroughness in which they 
do their work. We think this is 
commendable and we might profit 
by it. 
But it may be said that the work 
is too large, that we cannot expect 
to do so large a work. But we would 
here say, Will we not try and at 
least do what we can? Jesus says, 
"If ye have faith as a grain of mus-
tard seed, ye shall say unto this 
mountain, Remove hence to yonder 
place; and it shall remove: and noth-
ing shall be impossible unto you." 
But we will close without formu-
lating and specific plan and we do 
hope to hear from our brethren on 
this subject. We hope, too, that 
our district councils throughout the 
Brotherhood in the United States 
and Canada will act upon this sug-
gestion, and bring it before their 
district counsils preparatory to ac-
tion in General Conference* 
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A WESTERN MISSION TOUR, 
According to previous arrange-
ments Bros. Eli Hoffman and John 
Forney, my son Christian, and my-
self started from Abilene, Kans., on 
the evening of November 29, 1892, 
for an extensive visit to the far west, 
expecting, the Lord willing, to take 
in Washington. Oregon, California 
and Arizona. The object of this 
visit is to hunt up scattered mem-
bers and brethren's children, and to 
preach the Gospel when opportunity 
will afford. As vre promised to write 
to many friends and brethren we 
thought we would write through the 
YISITOK to all that would desire to 
hear from us. 
AYe traveled via the Santa Fe route 
leaving Abilene as above stated. The 
next day Ave crossed the extensive 
plains of Southwestern Kansas. We 
arrived at Denver, Colorado, on the 
morning of December 1. We stopped 
one day at this place and visited 
among friends and. others, being 
very kindly received. We had one 
•specially good visit with a young 
family, and after religious conversa-
tion had prayer with them. They 
were both deeply affected and when 
Ave left them the young wife very 
earnestly and tearfully asked us to 
pray for her. The young man also 
was affected to tears and gave us en-
couragement to believe that he also 
would give his heart to God. I felt 
so abundantly blessed in making this 
visit that I thought we were already 
paid for our labor and expense. 
In the evening we attended a Gos-
pel meeting held in a large hall, 
.called Haymarket Mission. The 
place was formerly used as a hay-
market but is now a plain and large 
Hall fitted up and furnished with 
chairs for holding Gospel meetings. 
.1 noticed that nearly all who came 
there were common people. The 
congregation was large and quite a 
religious interest was manifested. 
That evening an evangelist named 
Jennings, an Englishman, spoke to 
the people. At first I was not so 
favorably impressed, but after a 
while he seemed to have the whole 
house pinned down to an almost 
breathless attention, not by eloquent 
language but by an earnest, straight-
forward Gospel. "He spake as one 
having authority." The meeting 
had been held previously and a num-
ber had come out on the Lord's side 
and that evening five more were 
added to the number, one of them 
being a Catholic. I was greatly im-
pressed with the importance of hav-
ing missions and mission workers. 
I t is the common people we must 
try to reach, and it takes a common 
man to do it. The evangelist is by 
no means an educated man; he used 
very common language, just what 
common people need, but he spake 
as though he meant what he said. 
On Friday morning, December 2, 
we started for Salt Lake City, pass-
ing through Colorado Springs and 
Manitou Springs at the foot of Pike's 
Peak, which is the highest mountain 
in Colorado. The mountain scenery 
is wonderful all along, the route— 
about seven hundred miles. No 
one that has never scene it can form 
a correct idea of what it is. There 
is very little timber on these moun-
tains, some, in fact, are entirely bare, 
which gives them a very desolate 
appearance, . and a journey through 
them, without seeing for the most 
of the way any living thing, not 
even a bird, makes it seem like pass-
ing through a desert. But, while 
this was the case, all at once * we 
emerged from behind these barren 
hills into the beautiful Utah valley, 
and oh! how we all enjoyed it. I t 
made me think how much this seems 
like our religious experience. Some-
times when our journey seems cheer-
less and gloomy, God suddenly leads 
us out into green pastures and by 
the still waters, and oh! how ouv 
souls appreciate His blessings. 
This is a well-watered and fertile 
valley. In the Northwest part of the 
valley is Utah lake—a beautiful 
sheet of water; and the whole valley 
seemed like a meadow. From ap-
pearance I would suppose it to be 
from ten to twelve miles wide and 
perhaps twenty-five or thirty miles 
long. After leaving this A'alley Ave 
passed over a narrow mountain range 
and then arriAred in the Great Salt 
Lake valley, which for improvement 
and seeming fertility still excells the 
Utah A-alley. This part is' to a great 
extent inhabited by Mormons, AAdio 
seem to be prosperous in a Avorldly 
sense. At 11 o'clock Ave arrived in 
Salt Lake City and will remain here 
until Sunday night Avhen Ave con-
tinue our journey WestAvard. In 
my next letter I will try and giA'e a 
description of this place and Avhat 
interested us here. 
One thing I Avas impressed with 
while on our journey, and that is 
the need of suitable tracts to dis-
tribute. We have some tracts from 
the Tract Society, but AVIIV not haA'e 
some that fully express the Gospel 
truths as believed and practised by 
the church of the brethren? When 
Avill the church awake to a sense of 
this duty? SAMUEL ZOOK. 
Salt Lake City, Utah, Dec. 3. 
A TRIP TO OHIO. 
On November 15, wife, daughter 
and I took the train at Dunnville, 
Ont., at 9 a. in. and arriA'ed at Buf-
falo at 2 p. m. We visited friends 
at that place until 12:50 in the night 
when Ave left for Dayton, Ohio, via 
Cleveland and Columbus. We ar-
rived in Dayton at 3 p. m. From 
there we Avent to Harrisbung Avhere 
we were met by Bro. Samuel Herr, 
who took us to the home of Bro. A. 
M. Eugle. where there Avas a meet-
ing appointed. 
On the eA'ening of the 17th a meet-
ing Avas commenced in the FairvieAv 
church and Avas continued until No-
vember 27. The meeting at this 
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place was not continued as long as 
we intended owing to other meetings 
that were in progress near there. 
But still God blessed us. Two arose 
for prayers and God's people "were 
revived. From this place we also 
visited Eld. Lukenbach, the old father 
in Israel. I enjoyed the visit with him. 
I t was the first time and probably 
will be the last on earth, although 
his health was as good as .usual. I 
was pleased to meet so many warm 
brethren and sisters in those parts. 
On the 29th Bro. A. M. Engle 
took us to Dayton. In this city there 
are some twelve or fourteen mem-
bers. Our first visit was to Bro. 
'Moyer's. The sister is not well. From 
there wo visited the Soldiers1 Home,: 
which was very interesting". Home 
five thousand soldiers are provided 
for and made comfortable. It'" was 
indeed a sight to see them come in 
the dining-room and sit down to eat. 
We met in the evening at Sister 
Annie Newcomer's where she had 
appointed a meeting in an upper 
room, with a full house. This meet-
ing will not soon be forgotten on ac-
count of the presence of God's power. 
May God bless Sister Annie, her 
father and brother, for providing a 
place for a meeting. I hope the 
ministers will not neglect the cities, 
as the people there are as anxious to 
hear the plain truth as the country-
people. We also visited Bro. Miller 
and some others in the city. From 
there we went to the Maple Grove 
church, in Donuelsville where I am 
now holding a meeting. We are 
well at present. Address Donnels-
ville, Ohio. J. w. HOOVER. 
For the EVANGELICAL VISITOK. 
EXPEKIErTCE. 
I often thought I would write my 
testimony for the VISITOR, but I am 
so weak and fear I cannot express 
myself as others can. I am glad 
that I know that I have come from 
darkness into the glorious light of 
the.- Gospel. I can truly say I do 
not get tired of this way. But I 
often feel sorry that I am not as 
faithful as I should be. I often 
promise to live nearer to my God, 
but I must fear that I am not very 
perfect. • In my beginning I felt so 
full of the love of God that it was 
no burden for me to speak a few 
words for Christ. I am often not as 
willing as I should be, but if I obey 
Him I feel such a blessing. that I 
can hardly account for it. My de-
sire is to go on in the service of the 
Lord and to make heaven my home. 
I know that the crown is at the end 
of the journey. I do so much de-
sire to see some dear ones who have 
gone to eternity and to meet them 
on the other shore. The Lord has 
brought me thus far on my way, I 
trust-He will give me the needful 
grace to continue on to the end, so 
that I may be found faithful. And 
then when -my trials of life are over 
I may enter into the rest prepared 
for the people of God. 0, that 
heavenly home which remains for 
God's people of which the poet so 
beautifully writes: 
Now pilgrim let us go in peace. 
While thro' this world we rove; 
Till all these parting moments cease, 
And wo shall meet above. 
Trials here our souls annoy, 
And foes beset the road. 
We're hastening to eternal joy, 
Where we shall rest with God. 
Let us rejoice in God our king. 
While pilgrims hero we rove! 
And join with heart and voice to sing 
The wonders of his love. 
Soon shall we reach the heavenly land 
And tread the peaceful shore; 
And there unite the glorious band, 
Our Jesus to adore. 
I ask an interest in the prayers of 
all God's people that I may here-
after live a more devoted life and 
not be overcome with evil but over-
come evil with good. 
Tour unworthy sister, 
CHRISTINA MAYER. 
North H,ampton, Ohio, 
For the EVANGELICAL VISITOK. 
THE OLD YEAE. 
Dear readers of the VISITOR.—We 
are near the close of another year, 
and when we look back over the 
changes that have taken place we 
see that they are many. I know 
that in our father's family sad 
changes have taken place. A dear 
mother has passed away and gone to 
her long home. Nearly every Christ-
mas I visited my parents and spent 
the day with them. Last Christmas 
when we were eating dinner together 
mother said, : 'This will be the last 
Christmas dinner we will over eat 
together." And how true it has 
come. Now when we go back to the 
old home, oh how lonely it does ap-
pear with no father, no mother to 
greet us with their kindly welcome. 
But they are at rest, and I will try 
and live so that I can meet them 
over there. I must confess that my 
short-comings are many and that I 
do not live as consistent a life as I 
should but my earnest desire is that 
God will be my helper and that the 
year soon to close may yet witness 
more earnestness in my life, as well 
as the lives of many others with me, 
in the service of God, and that I 
can feel the assurance that the fol-
lowing lines give comfort to me: 
Yet again I hope to meet them, 
When the tear of life is shed; 
Then in heaven with joy to greet them 
Where no farewell tear?; are shed. 
ANDHEW CLIMENHAGA. 
Niagara Falls South, Ont. 
"General Booth, of the Salvation 
Army, has established a colony on a 
farm near London, for the reforma-
tion of drunkards and of the idle and 
viscious. The farm embraces 1,500 
acres of excellent land, and there are 
now about four hundred residents, 
many of whom are physically, if not 
morally, regenerated by their new 
surroundings and employment. The 
experiment so far gives promise of 
success. 
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CHRIST'S BIRTH. 
You nations all, on you I call, 
Come hear this declaration, 
And don't refuse the glorious news 
Of Jesus and salvation. 
To royal Jews came first the news 
Of Christ the great Messiah, 
As was foretold by prophets old— 
Isaiah and Jeremiah. 
To Abraham the promise came, . 
And to his seed forever; 
A light to shine in Isaac's line, 
By Scripture we discover. 
Hail promised morn', the Savior's born, 
A glorious Mediator; 
God's blessed Word made flesh and blood 
Became our Lord and Savior. 
His parents poor in earthly store 
To entertain the stranger, 
They found no bed to lay his head 
But in the oxen's manger. 
No royal things as used by kings 
Were seen by those who found him; 
But in the hay the infant lay 
With swaddling bands around him. 
On the same night a glorious sight 
To shepherds there appeared; 
In shining flame an angel came, 
They saw and greatly feared. 
The angel said, "Be not afraid, 
Although we much alarm you. 
We do appear good news to bear 
As now we will inform you. 
"The city's name is Bethlehem, 
In which God hath appointed, 
This glorious morn a Savior's born, 
For him hath God anointed. 
By this you'll know, if you will go 
To see this little stranger, 
His lovely charms in Mary's arms, 
Both lying-in a manger." 
When this was said, straightway was heard 
A glorious sound from heaven, 
Each flaming tongue an anthem sung: 
"To man a Savior's given; 
In Jesus' name the glorious theme 
We elevate our voices; 
At Jesus' birth be peace on earth, 
Meanwhile all heaven rejoices." 
Then with delight they took their flight 
And winged their way to glory. 
The shepherds gazed and were amazed 
To hear the pleasing story; 
To Bethlehem they quickly came, 
The glorious news to carry; 
And in the stall they found them all— 
Joseph, the babe, and Mary. 
The shepherds then returned again 
To their own habitation; 
With joy of heart they did depart, 
Now they had found salvation. 
"Glory," they cry, "to God on high, 
Who sent his Son to save us; 
This glorious morn a Savior's born, 
His name, it is Christ Jesus!" 
—Selected by Catharine A, Wildfong, 
PREDESTINATION, TRINITY, BAPTISM. 
Beloved Fellow-Pilgrim: 
Your pathetic letter is here. 
Just like thousands I have received 
before, full of the sorrows of earth, 
and fuller of the joy of the Lord 
and the hope of glory. Your widow-
hood only makes the presence and 
fidelity of the Celestial Bridegroom 
sweeter. Your six orphan children 
will only put renewed energy into 
your soul to train them faithfully 
and wisely for the glory of God here 
and forever. Amen and Amen. 
I thank God that one more soul 
has escaped from the shackles of 
Calvinistic Predestination. I t rep-
resents God as a "respecter of per-
sons," and as giving us a Gospel full 
of perplexing and revolting contra-
dictions. God's Predestination is 
consistent, and offers the grace of 
Christ to every soul on the earth. 
That a certain number were fore-
known as the Elect, does not necessi-
tate an arbitrary decree, or deny sal-
vation to a single sinner. Omnis-
cience, Omnipotence, and Righteous-
ness give us a Predestination and 
Election which excludes only those 
who exclude themselves. 
The any, of 2 Pet. 3 : 9, is as com-
prehensive as the race. Do not fear, 
beloved, that any soul will be lost 
because God has so predestined apart 
from His Foreknowledge of that 
person's deliberate choice of sin and 
perdition. That God is a Trinity of 
Persons can no more be refuted than 
that He is Personal at all. To dis-
pute about the mode of His Tri-
Personal Being, is idle work. That 
the Lord our God is one Lord is a 
Biblical Truism. Mark 12: 29. 
Monotheism is a necessity of Eter-
nal Being. That He is in an incom-
prehensible sense a Trinity, is equally 
incontrovertible. The Son was in 
the Jordan, the Father addressed 
Him from heaven, and the Holy 
Ghost descended upon Him from the 
Father. This distinction is main-
tained throughout the New Testa-
ment. How One, we know just as 
little as how Three. "Without con-
troversy, GREAT IS THE MYSTERY." 1 
Tim. 3: 16. God in the flesh toil-
ing and preaching, and wandering 
up and down Palestine is as really 
the Eternal One as the Father not 
in the flesh. The Holy Spirit as 
truly came as Jesus went, and His 
work is as personal and universal as 
that of Emmanuel. 
Into that Trinity we are baptized. 
That there should be "one baptism" 
with three similar actions, is not any 
more incredible than that there should 
be one God and Three Persons. The 
formula in Matt. 28: 19, is not only 
very beautiful, but Divinely philo-
sophical. Such a unity of Being, 
and such a division of functions as 
characterize the Economy of Re-
demption, is fitly symbolized by 
trine immersion. Nothing can be 
more in accordance with the radical 
principle of all Divine Dispensations. 
Single immersion is a typical denial 
of the Holy Trinity. The point 
which you wish especially elucidated 
is the burial into the death of Christ. 
Your opponents press you with the 
interrogation, "Was Christ buried 
three times, and did he rise three 
times from the dead?" Does not 
Christ's answer to the Sadducees 
well fit this case? "Ye do err, not 
knowing the Scriptures, nor the 
power of God." Matt. 22: 29. I know 
not where to find a more funda-
mental, significant, and solemn pas-
sage of Scripture, than Rom. 6: 3, 4. 
I t is the pivot of our Christian life. 
The question there is not as to back-
ward or forward, once, twice, or 
thrice, but relates to the fact of our 
identification with Him in that sol-
emn crisis of His history which con-
stitutes our atonement. To be bap-
tized into His death is the prof ound-
est spiritual reality we can ever 
know. To be immersed once back-
ward or thrice forward, is not 'per se 
to be baptized into His death, Only 
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those .who by faith stand in the re-
lation to God which Christ's Pro-
pitiation effects, can be baptized into 
His death. 
The contrary view is popery of 
the blackest type. Water makes no 
saints; but it symbolizes the fact of 
sainthood, and the mystery of God-
liness by which they were made such. 
A more impertinent question can-
not be asked than '"whether Christ 
was buried and rose three times," 
with a view to invalidate trine im-
mersion. Nothing less than a Triune 
God in Unity of Being and end, 
could make such a death and recon-
ciliation possible. And nothing less 
than trine immersion can truly rep-
resent that unique fact. 
Do not argue so much with your 
pastor and friends. The texts and 
facts herein stated are enough to 
upset all controversy on the points 
involved. Let your life be your 
irrefragable argument, Show them 
that Gal. 2: 20 is the beatitude and 
glory of your being. If they pro-
nounce you lunatic, or on the verge 
of craziness, let your only answer be 
Acts 5: 41. The inebriation and in-
sanity of Acts 2: 13, and 26: 24, are 
the highest glory and wisdom of hu-
man nature. Let everybody know 
that you are baptized unto the death 
of Christ, by the unimpeachable ex-
emplification of Gal. 6: 14. These 
are the predestined ones, the "Elect 
of God."—C. H. Balsbaugh, in Gos-
pel Messenger. 
LITERATURE FOR OUR YOUNG PEOPLE, 
AN ADDRESS DELIVERED AT THE MEN-
NONITE S. S. CONFERENCE BY 
C. H. BRUNK. 
This subject naturally suggests it-
self to our mind under three sub-
divisions: 
1. What is implied to us by the 
term, Literature? 
2. The character of Literature. 
3. What is our duty toward our 
young people in supplying them 
with Literature? 
Literature in its broad sense, as 
defined by our dictionaries, is "know-
ledge preserved in writing." I ts 
value here is very great, as it pre-
serves for each generation the rich-
est thoughts that mind has ever pro-
duced. But literature implies much 
more. I t has become a very general 
medium of communicating thought, 
and a great part of our living is in 
our thoughts. We can scarcely con-
ceive how little we live within our-
selves, and how much we live in the 
hearts, the sympathies and the af-
fections of others. Our minds are 
highly reciprocative, that is, they 
desire a mutual exchange with other 
minds. We communicate our thoughts 
for the purpose of informing and in-
fluencing other minds, and when in-
fluence is sufficiently strong to make 
an impression, it forms habit, and 
habit is the basis of character, and 
character is what determines our 
worth both in the sight of men and 
in the sight of our Maker. And so 
literature is one of the principal 
sources through which character is 
built up. But you say there are 
other ways of communicating 
thoughts,—other ways of influenc-
ing the mind. That is true. But 
would we not be at a loss to name a 
single line of influence that is not 
also exerted in some form of litera-
ture ? Take man for example, each 
individual, whatever be his character, 
is exerting a certain line of influence 
peculiar to himself. His conduct at 
home towards his parents or towards 
his companion or children, as the 
case may be,—towards his neighbors 
and friends, or even towards his 
horses and his cattle,—all is telling 
something—is exerting an influence. 
But human nature and human char-
acter are almost as vividly portrayed 
in literature and are therefore ex-
erting a similar influence. And this 
is true of every position that a man 
may occupy, whether private or of-
ficial. 
Much is written on parental re-
lationship. Teachers are giving the 
world the benefit of their thoughts 
and experiences through the press. 
Ministers do not only preach, but 
write sennons and publish them. 
Societies, churches and schools have 
their publishing houses, and repre-
sentatives through which they are 
holding forth to the world their re-
spective code of principles, and all 
this being true, we conclude that 
literature is exerting a broader and 
more powerful influence than any 
other'medium known to us. And 
the question of literature is there-
fore one of the most vital that can 
engage the Christian mind. The 
subject is really not receiving the 
attention that its importance demands. 
And again, literature is bringing 
the people of the world into closer 
relationship—in more direct com-
munication with each other. And 
the closer a people are related mu-
tually, financially, and, shall I say 
morally, the closer must the char-
acter of influence be guarded. 
The last half century did much to 
bring people mutually closer to-
gether. There are, no doubt, per-
sons before us now that can recall a 
period in their own history, when 
there were no railroads, no steam-
boats, no telephones or telegraphs— 
when there were but few large cities 
—when farms were much larger than 
now, and therefore farm houses much 
farther apart, and perhaps miles 
from the nearest post-office—when 
nothing was known of a daily paper, 
and perhaps few read a paper of any 
kind. But how is it now ? We can 
know to-day what transpired in New 
York, Philadelphia or San Francisco 
yesterday. We may know in the 
evening what particular crime was 
committed in Chicago, St. Louis or 
Baltimore in the morning. We can 
sit by our cozy firesides, on Sunday, 
and read a sermon preached the pre-
ceding Sunday in London or Paris. 
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And every additional post-office or 
mail route that is established, every 
additional railroad that is built, and 
every additional steamboat or tele-
graph line that is established, brings 
us closer together. And yet there 
are those who think that duty to-
wards our fellow-man demands no 
more of us than it demanded of our 
fore-fathers generations ago. We 
should not forget that new relations 
and new temptations have greatly 
multiplied, and that our duties must 
be expected to multiply, at least, in 
the same ratio. 
Let us now look a little at the 
character of the literature to which 
our young people are exposed. This 
day and age of cheap and rapid 
printing, and improved mail facili-
ties, is sending out a flood of litera-
ture that is finding its way into ev-
ery nook and corner throughout the 
length and the breadth of the land, 
and that is exerting an influence as 
-various in its character as the winds 
that blow. But the worst and most 
dangerous of all the literature that 
is afloat, is that which comes to us 
under false colors. Unscrupulous 
men through selfish motives are 
loading the mails with literature that 
has just enough of religious color-
ing in it to give it a respectable ap-
pearance and to hide the selfish ends 
for which it is sent out. I t is there-
fore dangerous literature in the 
•hands of children and those not on 
their guard. And again there are 
loads of papers, etc., sent out as ad-
.-vertisements with glaring but un-
chaste pictures, portraying and laud-
ing human nature with its appetites 
and passions, whose tendency is to 
debase the mind and defile the heart. 
How many a father has a wayward 
boy, a mother a vain and thoughtless 
daughter, who have fallen victims to 
the influence of obscene literature 
that is sapping their minds and 
blunting their sensibilities, and, 
worse than all, neither parents nor 
children may be aware of the real 
cause of their waywardness. Oh, if 
only fathers and mothers could be-
come fully alive to this state of 
things! . . . 
What can we do for our young 
people in providing them with bet-
ter literature ? Shall we go to these 
unscrupulous publishers and tell 
them of the curse they are bringing 
upon humanity ? No. I t would be 
like going to them with principle in 
one hand and a dollar in the other. 
They will take the dollar every time. 
Money is the object of their traffic, 
and they will make it regardless of 
consequences. Some one has said, 
"The best way to destroy vice is to 
paint the beaiities of virtue." . That 
is, magnify and raise the standard 
of virtue so as to outshine .. vice. 
Much may be done by keeping our 
own reading tables and libraries as 
clear of bad literature as possible, 
and to supply our young people lib-
erally with good literature as a 
counteracting influence. Here comes 
the necessity of a good publishing 
house, in.which we can have confi-
dence that whatever is put put has 
been scrutinized and approved. These 
should be strong reasons in favor of 
using our own publications and en-
couraging our Publishing House at 
Elkhart to supply what is needed. 
May God direct, help and bless, is 
my prayer.—Herald of Truth. 
PUTTIM ON CHRIST. 
No man's example will precisely 
fit his fellowman ; but there is this 
strange virtue about the characteriof 
Christ, that you may all imitate: it, 
and yet none of you be mere imitators. 
He is perfectly natural who is per-
fectly like Christ. There need be 
no affectation, no painful restraint, 
no straining. So wonderfully--is 
Jesus the second Adam of the new 
born race, that each member of that 
family may bear a likeness to him, 
and yet exhibit a clear individuality. 
A man advanced in years and wis-
dom may put him on, and so may 
the least instructed, and the freshest 
comer amongst us. Please remem-
ber this; we may not choose exam-
ples, but each one is bound to copy 
the Lord Jesus. You have a special 
personality; you are such a person 
that there is not another like you, 
and you are placed in circumstances 
so peculiar that no one else is tried 
exactly as you are;—to you, then; 
this exhortation is sent: "Put ye on 
the Lord Jesus Christ." I t is ab-
solutely certain that, for you, with 
personal singularity and peculiar 
circumstances, there can be nothing 
better than that you array yourself 
in this more than royal robe. You, 
too, who live in ordinary circum^ 
stances, and are only tried by corcu 
mon temptations, you are to "put on 
the Lord Jesus Christ;" for he will 
be suitable for you, also. "'Oh,-'' 
cries one, "but the Lord Jesus never 
was exactly where I am-!" You say. 
this from want of knowing better, or 
from want of thought. He has been 
tempted in all points, like as you 
are. There are certain relationships 
which the Lord could not literally 
occupy; but then, .he took their 
spiritual counterpart. For instance, 
Jesus could not be a husband after 
the flesh. Does any one : demand 
how he could be an example for hus-
bands? Hearken! "Husbands, love 
your wives, even as Christ also loved 
the church and gave himself for it." 
He is your model in a relationship 
which, naturally, He never sustained, 
but which in every deed, He has 
more than fulfilled. Wherever you 
may be, you find that the Lord Jesus 
has occupied the counterpart of your 
position, or else the position is sin-
ful, and ought to be quitted. In 
any place, at any hour, in any .cir-
cumstance, in any matter, ypu may 
put on the Lord Jesus Christ, and 
never fear that your array will be 
unsuitable.—Charles H. Spurgeon. 
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OUE YOUNG POLKS. 
OBEDIENCE TO PARENTS. 
Let children that would fear the Lord, 
Hear what their teachers say, 
With reverence meet their parents word, 
And with delight obey. 
Have you not Beard what dreadful plagues 
Are threatened by the Lord 
To him that breaks his father's law, 
Or mocks his mother's word? 
What heavy guilt upon him lies! 
How cursed is his name! 
The ravens shall pick out his eyes 
And eagles eat the same. 
But those who worship God and give 
Their parents honor due, 
Here on this earth they long shall live, 
And live hereafter, too. 
—Selected by Clara Ulschut. Xew Paris, Ind. 
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A LETTEE TO AUNT MAEY, 
Dear Aunt Mary: — 
I take the present opportunity to write 
a few lines to you through the VISITOB. I 
read your letter in the VISITOK and enjoyed 
it very much. I wish you would write again. 
I am a little girl eight years of age, and I 
like to read the VISITOE. I want to be a 
Christian and work for Jesus. My father is 
dead; he died two weeks ago (Nov. 4). I was 
so sorry to part with him. I have no father 
to comfort me now, but I wish to live so that 
I may meet him in heaven. I am glad that I 
have a Christian mother who can instruct me. 
Zeiglerville, Pa. KMMA K. LANDIS. 
ADVICE TO CHILDEEN. 
Dear children.—1 thought 1 would 
like to write a few words to you as 
I see there are quite a number who 
write for the YISITOK. . I am always 
glad to read your letters and hope 
you will continue to write, and try 
to be good and obedient to your 
parents, which is the first command 
with promise. I often feel sorry 
that I was not more obedient to my 
parents, and if 1 had my time to live 
over again 1 would do very different 
than I have done. But you have 
now the opportunity to show your 
respect to your parents by .being 
obedient and good and kind to all 
around you. If you have not been 
so obedient in the past, • make your 
parents glad by confessing your 
faults to them and by living better 
lives and being more obedient in the 
future. You will find how willing 
your parents will be to forgive you, 
and you will find how ready your 
Savior will be to forgive you. If 
you confess your sins to Him He 
will take away that evil heart and 
give you a new heart. Yxes, I would 
say, Come to Jesus; He is the sin-
ner's best friend. You know what 
Jesus said, "Suffer the little children 
to come unto me and forbid them 
not." Jesus died to save you, he 
shed his blood for you. 
EEBECCA WILSON. 
Welsh Run, Pa. 
GETTING EIOH. 
Little Roy Sanford sat by the fire-
side thinking. At last he looked up 
into his mother's face and said, 
"Mother, I want to be rich." 
"And why do you want to be rich, 
my son?" 
"Because people praise rich folks, 
and ask about them. You know that 
strange man that came here to-day 
asked who was the richest man in 
town. All the girls think it is smart 
to run with Dolly Pardee, because 
she's rich. But they would think it 
awful if some poor girl did as she 
does. And Johnny Burton don't 
half study his lessons, and talks bad, 
too; but the boys think-it is all right, 
because he is rich." 
Boy's mother saw that ho was in 
great danger of thinking that riches 
might stand in the place of goodness 
or be an excuse for idleness. So she 
asked, "What kind of riches do you 
want, my boy'?" 
"Why, money, of course," replied 
Roy. "It 's money that makes peo-
ple rich, isn't it, mother?" 
"Not always, my son," said his 
mother. "There is a kind of riches 
better than money. There are many 
ways in which money may be lost. 
You might be rich in money and in 
a very short time become poor again; 
then you would feel worse than ever. 
Men get very tired toiling for money, 
and only a few can get that kind of 
enjoy forever in the next 
then, mother, how can I 
Can I get 
riches; and when they die, they have 
to leave it all behind. Jesus said, 
'What shall it profit a man if he 
gain the whole world and lose his 
own soul?' When we strive for the 




get that kind of riches? 
it now or must I wait a long time 
for i t?" 
"If you are willing to be poor in 
money as Jesus was, and spend your 
life in doing good, you may have the 
true riches now," said Mrs. Sanford. 
"Some people may laugh at you, and 
call you foolish, but God will bless 
you, and that will be worth more 
than all the money in the world. The 
praise of God is far better than the 
praise of men.—Sel. 
MOTHER, 
Honor the dear old mother. Time 
has scattered the snowy flakes on 
her brow, plowed deep furrows on 
her cheek, bu1; is she not sweet and 
beautiful now? The lips are thin 
and shrunken, but those are the lips 
which have kissed many a hot tear 
from the childish cheeks, and they 
are the sweetest lips in all the world. 
The eye is dim, yet it glows with all 
the soft radiance of holy love, which 
can never fade. Ah, yet, she is a 
dear old mother! The sands of life 
are nearly run out; but, feeble as she 
is, she will go further and reach 
down lower for you than any other 
on earth. Y7ou cannot walk into a 
midnight where she cannot see you'; 
you cannot enter a prison whose bars 
will keep her out; you cannot mount 
a scaffold too high for her to reach, 
that she may kiss and bless you in 
evidence of her deathless love. When 
the world shall despise and forsake 
you; when it leaves you by the way-
side, unnoticed, the dear old mother 
will gather you in her feeble arms 
and carry you home, and tell you of 
all your virtues, until you almost 
forget that your soul is disfigured by 
vices. Love her tenderly, and cheer 
her declining years with holy devo-
tion.—Exchange. 
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A TRUE INCIDENT. 
A carload of young people were 
enroute to a Christian Endeavor 
Convention. The possible monotony 
of a six hours' ride was broken when 
soon after starting some one began 
singing,— 
'•Alas, and did my Savior bleed, 
And did my Sovereign die?" 
I t was but a moment before the 
car walls resdfinded with the sweet 
strains of the melodious hymn, 
nearly every occupant joining. Then 
"Blessed Assurance," "Wonderful 
Words of Life," "I 'm the Child of a 
King," and many another soul-stir-
ring hymn were wafted out through 
the open windows and carried on the 
autumn breeze, as the train sped 
along. 
Perhaps none of the earnest young 
Christians on that train knew that 
in the car with them was one with 
whom the Spirit was wrestling; but 
when a certain young man returned 
home and approached the pastor of 
one of the churches, and told him 
that he had accepted Jesus, and was 
ready to identify himself with the 
people of God, and that his stony 
heart had been melted by the Gos-
pel in song during that six hours' 
journey, it brought many to realize 
more than ever before the power of 
Gospel hymns. 
What a sermon on the converting 
power of sacred song! Would that 
it might teach us to sing the sacred 
words as though they were prayers, 
to sing them with our whole heart. 
—Golden Rule. 
WEEK OF PEAYER. 
The annual program for the Week 
of Prayer for this country has not 
yet been published. I t usually fol-
lows the general program, and con-
forms to it. I t is considerably en-
larged, being more specific, and 
gives somewhat of a development of 
the line of thought for each topic. 
The Council of the Evangelical Al-
liance has, however, issued its an-
nual invitation for a week of united 
and universal prayer for Christians. 
of all lands, to begin on January 1, 
1893. The program suggested .by-
it for the week is as follows: • • , - . 
January 1, sermons on "The Ex-
alted Savior's Gifts for Men;" Jan-
uary r 2 'Humiliation and Thanks-
giving;" January 3, "The Church 
Universal:" January 4, "Nationsand 
Their Rulers;" January 5, "Foreign 
Missions;" January 6, "Home Mis-
sions and the Jews;" January "7, 
"Families and Schools;" Sunday, 
January 8, sermons on "The Prom-
ised Outpouring" and "The Plain 
Command."—Advocate. 




The great majority of Christians 
believe that Christ meant what he 
said to Peter. Then came' Peter 
unto him and said, "Lord, how often 
shall my brother sin against me and 
I forgive him*? Till seven times?" 
Jesus saith unto him, " I 
unto thee, until seven times 
til seventy times seven." 
command to forgive seventy time  
seven, or, as he no doubt meant, 
without number, is very hard for us 
to carry out in a practical way. After 
our patience has been thoroughly 
tried two or three times, and we .find 
it hard to forgive, we are apt to say 
that patience has ceased to be a vir-
tue, and so make ourselves believe 
that we are not called upon- any fur-
ther to forbear. This is very- apt to 
be true of people who have led a. dis-
sipated life. As a general. thing 
they forget where thev came from, 
and they have little or no patience 
or forbearance with their fellows. 
We need all of us to be reminded 
often of this command of the Savior, 
not to limit our forbearance or for-
giveness.—Sel. 
T H E W H I T E - W I N G E D SISTEES.— 
Cardinal Gibbons has completed for 
The Ladies'' Home Journal what he 
considers one of the most important 
articles written by him. I t will tell 
the complete story of ''The Life of a 
Sister of Charity." 
OUR DEAD. 
BBECHBILL.—Died, in North Franklin 
county, Pa., October 19, 1892, Sister Mary 
Brechbill, widow of Bro. Abraham Brechbill, 
deceased, aged 74 years, 10 months and 20 
days. Sister Brechbill was a member of the 
church about forty years. She was left a 
widow three years ago. She was sick about 
five weeks and bore her affliction with Chris-
tian fo.rtitude. Her end was peaceful. Fu-
neral on the 22nd. Interment at the Brech-
bill meeting house. 
RICKERT.—Died, at his home in Locke, 
Elkhart county, Ind., November 10,1892, Bro. 
Henry Bickert, aged 72 years, 11 months and 
28 days. He leaves a wife and eight children 
to mourn the loss of a kind father, but we 
trust their loss is his eternal gain. He was 
willing to depart this life and be with Jesus. 
Funeral services were conducted by Bros. 
Amos Bechtel and Benjamin Stump, Nov. 18, 
in Locke. Interment in the South Union 
cemetery. ADDIE BELLINGER. 
KECK.~L>ied, near Nappanee, Elkhart 
county, Ind., November 7, 1892, Bro. Charles, 
son of Joshua and Sister Sallie Keck, aged 
26 years and 22 days. He was converted last 
winter and since lived a Christian life. He 
leaves father, mother, three brothers and one 
sister to mourn his early departure. This is 
the fourth one that was called out of our 
Sunday school this year. Funeral services 
by Bros. Amos Bechtel and Michael Shirk at 
the brick meeting house. Interment in cem-
etery near by. 
"We cannot tell who next will fall 
Beneath God's chastening rod; 
One must be first, O, may we all 
Prepare to meet our God." 
ADDIE KELLINOEE. 
DIETZ.—Died, November 20, 1892, at his 
home in Carroll county, Illinois, about two 
and a half miles from the Franklin meeting 
house, Jacob Dietz, aged 64 years and 9 days. 
The deceased with his wife and one daughter 
moved to this state, from Somerset county, 
Pa., a number of years ago. The daughter 
died about fourteen years ago, leaving one 
daughter and one son. The wife of the de-
ceased died about five years ago. She wa3 a 
member of the church. Her husband made 
no profession of religion, but in the hour of 
-affliction he became desirous to become a 
child of the King, and the way that he ex-
pressed himself was willing and ready to de-
part or leave this world. Funeral services 
were held at the Zion meeting house by Kev. 
Divine, of that congregation, and the writer. 
A . O. ZOOK. 
HOFFMAN.—Died, at the home of his 
brother, Levi Hoffman, in South Dickinson 
county, Kansas, November 26,1892, Bro. John 
Hoffman, aged 23 years and 1 day. Bro. 
Hoffman was a son of Bro. Samuel Hoffman, 
of near Mount Joy, Lancaster county, Pa. 
He came to Kansas some years ago. He was 
a young man of exemplary character. Phy-
sically he was strong and healthy. At the re-
vival meeting at Belle Springs, nearly a year 
past, he was among the converts and last 
Spring, along with twenty-nine others, was 
•baptized and united with the church and was 
a faithful member. About three weeks be-
fore he died he was taken down with typhoid 
fever, which he bore with Christian fortitude. 
H13 end was peaceful. He leaves father, 
mother, four brothers and four sisters. He 
was next to the youngest in the family. Fu-
neral services, which were held on the 28th, 
at the Belle Springs church, were largely at-
tended and very impressive. Interment in 
the adjoining cemetery. SAMUEL ZOOK. 
